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the game's soundtrack is composed by yuzo koshiro. it is available for digital download and as a cd
in japan. the first game features a second series, beyblade metal masters master collection,
featuring the first six seasons of beyblade. the second game features a third series, beyblade
metal masters beyblade party, which features the first four seasons of metal fight beyblade.

beyblade: metal fusion is a beyblade video game based on the beyblade: metal fusion anime.
players use the nintendo ds stylus to control the way their beyblade's fight and yelling

encouragement boosts in the ds camera to boost up their beyblade. players can play with their
friends in battle mode via nintendo wi-fi connection or wirelessly with only one game card. players
can also customize their beyblade and unleash special moves to beat their opponent by building
up their spirit meter. the player can also unlock different characters from the anime. there are 4

variations to the game: the normal version, the collector's edition available at major retailers that
comes with an exclusive counter leone d125b beyblade, the second collector's edition available at
wal-mart that comes with an exclusive bakushin susanow 105f beyblade, and the third collector's
edition available at toys r us which comes with an exclusive cyber pegasus 100hf beyblade. these
beyblades come with an unique metal face bolt not sold anywhere else in north america. also, in
each collector's edition there are characters made exclusively for that specific collector's edition.
players who own the collector's edition can battle friends who own a different collector's edition

over wi-fi and you can also download their character and beyblade to add to your collection.
players are also able to link their game with beyblade: metal fusion - battle fortress to unlock rare
and exclusive beyblades. in the beyblades, the player can unlock characters from the anime. the
game also features many different backgrounds and environments, such as the theme parks of
japan, like hakone winterland. this version of the game was released in japan on september 2,

2010, in europe on september 3, 2010, and in north america on september 23, 2010.[6]
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the beyblade began as a children's toy that was intended to be simple and inexpensive. it had
metal blades on the bottom, which would spin when the spinning top was spun. the original

beyblades were made with a metal bolt that held the blade in place, and they were slow spinning,
small tops, the size of a dinner plate. as the beyblade became more popular, it was soon used in
the martial arts, and beyblades made with metal blades were joined by those made with plastic
blades. as the blades became more durable, they also became larger and spun faster. there are
two types of beyblades, those with metal blades and those with plastic blades. the beyblade was
first introduced in japan in 1991. the first beyblades were small and slow-spinning tops, not much
larger than a dinner plate. the original tops were made with a spinning top, but did not have any
blades, just a spinning top. the first beyblade tops were made with metal blades and they were
used in the martial arts. in 1992 the first official beyblade was released, and it was a beyblade

with metal blades. they were larger than the other tops and spun faster. the beyblade is a toy that
has blades at the bottom and is made of a variety of materials such as metal, plastic and

composite materials. the beyblade comes in different designs and shapes. the beyblade was first
introduced in japan in 1991. the first beyblades were small and slow-spinning tops, not much

larger than a dinner plate. the original tops were made with a spinning top, but did not have any
blades, just a spinning top. the first beyblade tops were made with metal blades and they were
used in the martial arts. in 1992 the first official beyblade was released, and it was a beyblade

with metal blades. they were larger than the other tops and spun faster. 5ec8ef588b
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